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LIGHT DIRECTION 
We can need to consider how light direction shapes the visual result.  
Front lighting highlights an object against its shadow.  Sidelighting 
accentuates surface relief with raking shadows.  Direct backlighting can 
produce uncomfortable glare, but it can make translucent materials glow. 
Reflected backlighting can create beautiful light gradients and bounced 
color.  According to the panel configuration, materials and lighting 
conditions, we can create bounced light, glow, or sparkle along with 
shadows.   
 

 
 

LAYERING 
Typically a free-standing opaque object casts shadows on surfaces 
according to the light direction and quality.  When this opaque object is 
layered behind a translucent surface, that surface catches the shadow 
like a projection screen, constraining the geometry of the shadow and 
how it is viewed.  So shadow effects can be composed by layering 
surfaces with apertures and silhouettes.  The gap between layers 
exaggerates the variation of visual effects caused by different sun angles 
and seen from different viewing angles.   
 

 

SHARPNESS vs. SOFTNESS 
Shadow contrast and crispness varies according to the light intensity, the 
light's directional cohesion and the proximity of the casting object to the 
projection surface.  Our panels left in front of windows changed in 
character completely depending on whether it was sunny or cloudy.  
Students working with bright point sources were disappointed that their 
panels went mute under more diffuse conditions.  Theatre spotlights on 
dimmers allowed us to experiment with light direction and multiple 
sources. 
 

 

MATERIALS 
Optical and physical properties of materials dramatically shape their 
interaction with light.  Surface color and reflectance are particularly critical 
in working with bounced lights and small apertures.  Projects created 
from white paper, cardboard or plastic work well for diffusing or bouncing 
light.  The designers who used colored paper, plastic or leaves 
understood how to enrich the cool abstraction they were seeing in the 
white studies.  In the case of the corrugated cardboard, the dark material 
accentuated the surprise of visual access only when aligned with the 
corrugations. So while the darker materials lacked the luminous bounced 
light, the contrast of dark materials with light could be a positive effect.   
 



  

 
 

Several designers experimented with lasercut acrylic pieces, variously 
using the polished surface for reflection or playing with variable opacity.  
Etched lines and textures on clear plastic catch raked light to produce a 
glow in otherwise dark surface.  Translucent milky acrylic, glass or marble 
naturally glows from internal reflection.  Caustics (sharply focused 
highlights) can most easily be generated from the geometry of found
transparent objects. 

 
 

SCALE 
Because lighting intensity drops off at the inverse-square of distance, 
model-scale reflection effects only scale up with much brighter intensity 
sources.  We enjoyed seeing how narrow slits and pin-holes can create 
unfamiliar diffraction effects.  (Jon de Leonardo's chair pinhole image).  
Because diffraction depends on the relationship between the wavelength 
of light and the size of aperture, it is not scaleable.   
 

TIME & MOTION 
Optical effects such as diffraction were even more compelling when 
generated with a moving source because they illuminated the connection 
between the source, material and visual effect.  Flexible paper, smoke 
chambers, shifting sand and eroding earth reveal how light can highlight 
dynamic effects and how dynamic materials can create interesting 
lighting.  Participants can become engaged when adjusting objects 
changes the lighting effect.  The lighting variations become a reward for 
playing with the objects.  
 

 


